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Technical Education 

 
 

 

MEETING AGENDA FOR: 

Technology Systems & General Technology 

Date: 1/1/2023 

Meeting Lead: Steve Williams 

 

Items & Discussion 

 

1st Item Updates and Announcements 
 
Will pursue CL2 for BUSN 2200 this year when Curriculog opens up. 

TESY 3300 going through for QI 

Goal: Emphasis areas-Connect with Advisory committee, invite them to meet and have a lunch 
 
2nd Item: Upcoming Priorities 
 
Board of Trustee, down through Provost, and Brian: Electronic Stackable with Campbell Scientific (industry need) 
Looking at electronic degree peruse Electronic Engineering Associate degree. Look at Eastern program and plug some 
of those in as emphasis area (machining, drafting, etc.).  Run it past the College of Engineering. Then create a BS stack 
on that and slide over quality and robotics under it. Talent Ready could help us implement.  
 
Pathway for Business-certificate and leads into department degree. Once we have the pathways from us into our 
Small Business AAS. Small Business into AAS and transfer to Huntsman.  
 
Michael-Taught electronic engineering degree 
 
Campbell Scientific-BTECH doesn’t meet all of their needs. Map BTECH courses to Eastern courses. Do it the stackable 
way. Giving a presentation to Executive Management about GenTech and TESY.  
 
 
3rd Item: Open Discussion 
 
ASTE 3050 and  BUSN 2200 -Why take both?  

There is overlap. Some will never take ASTE 3050. Some take ASTE 3050 but never take BUSN 2200. Waive a 

requirement based on what they need. Substitutions are made for BUSN 2200. 
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Advisor Concerns 

TESY 3020-Multiple emails stressing, and concerned about the course. 5-6 wondering if this is a course they really have 
to take. Some students don’t give the class a chance. 40 students Cory has met with have been excited about the 
course. Non-traditional feel they have learned what would be covered. Student discomfort because it is not a course 
they are used to. Students still taking 18-19 credits and working full-time. 12 credits=36 hours of schoolwork.  
 
 
4th Item: Final Resolution & Conclusion 
 
 
Talent Ready grants-work based learning, internships, working and getting reimbursed 
 
Zak reports to the legislature on the stackable success that we have here. The narrative form of success stories 
(industry connections, etc.) 
 
Marketing/Website 
Give feedback prior to Tuesday, Jan. 24 
 
Utah ACTE 
Coming up with PACE bylaws-if you want to get let Kari know. ACTE is a great way for us to help build promotion 
portfolios. Talk and nominate each other. 
 
 
 
 
 




